01. Operations team cleans the outside of the suit before removal.

02. Maintain airway protection by removing PAPR hood towards end of process.

03. Remove patient care gloves (if worn).

04. Remove tape securing outer protective gloves then remove outer gloves.

05. Loosen the belt without removing the hood.

06. Open exterior zipper seal.
07. Remove suit touching only internal surfaces.

08. Doffing partner should only touch exterior.

09. Remove tape at the top of the outer boots.

10. Remove the outer boots.

11. Remove the lower part of the suit.

12. Gather up suit and discard.
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13. Gather up hood and shroud and remove over the head.

14. Remove tape at top of inner boot liners.

15. Remove inner boot liners.


17. Perform hand washing.

18. Doffing partner takes and records vital signs.
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19
HYDRATE WITH DECAFFEINATED BEVERAGE

20
PROCEED TO PERSONAL SHOWER AND DEBRIEFING